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Hydrogen adsorption and storage on calcium-decorated, boron-doped graphene was

explored using density functional theory simulations based on local density approximation

and generalized gradient approximation methods. The clustering problem for calcium-

decorated graphene was investigated and it was shown that individual calcium atoms

are not stable on pure graphene, and formation of aggregates is favorable. Substitutional

boron doping can eliminate the clustering problem for Ca atoms on graphene. Up to four

hydrogen molecules can stably bind to a Ca atom on a graphene plane with substitutional

doping of a single boron atom. The average binding energy of �0.4 eV/H2 is in the range that

permits H2 recycling at ambient conditions. Two binding mechanisms contribute to the

adsorption of H2 molecules: polarization of the H2 molecule under the electric field

produced by the Ca–graphene dipole, and hybridization of the 3d orbitals of Ca with the

r orbitals of H2. Double-sided Ca-decorated graphene doped with individual boron atoms

of 12 at.% can theoretically reach a gravimetric capacity of 8.38 wt.% hydrogen.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Hydrogen has been viewed as a clean energy carrier that

could replace fossil fuels, particularly for transportation

applications including hydrogen fuel cell vehicles [1]. One of

the main challenges in developing this technology is a com-

pact, safe and affordable storage system. A desirable system

is capable of storing hydrogen with high gravimetric and vol-

umetric densities at near room temperature and ambient

pressure. The US Department of Energy has set a system tar-

get of 9 wt.% by 2015. Furthermore, hydrogen recycling

(hydrogen adsorption and desorption) should be performed

reversibly in a feasible range of temperature and pressure,

which requires the optimal hydrogen adsorption energy of

0.2–0.4 eV/H2 [2,3]. This range of energy is intermediate

between the physisorbed and chemisorbed states. Many dif-

ferent techniques such as using metal hydrides, liquefied

hydrogen or high pressure tanks have been investigated for

hydrogen storage; nevertheless, these techniques have
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several drawbacks such as low capacity, non-reversibility or

safety problems. Recently, carbon nanomaterials with high

specific surface area have been widely studied for hydrogen

storage [4–6]. However, for carbon in any form, the interaction

with H2 is through weak van der Waals forces [7–9] with low

binding energies for storage at ambient conditions.

In recent years, many studies have been devoted to func-

tionalizing the surface of carbon nanostructures with transi-

tion metals (TMs) [10–13] to improve binding energy. A TM

atom interacts with the carbon substrate and hydrogen mol-

ecules through Dewar [14] and Kubas [15] interactions,

respectively. The combination of these interactions, in which

the TM’s 3d orbitals are involved, enhances the binding en-

ergy. Yildirim et al. [11] and Zhao et al. [12] reported that

TM-coated fullerenes and nanotubes can store up to 8 wt.%

hydrogen with an average binding energy of 0.3 eV/H2. For

estimation of capacity, TM atoms were assumed to be

uniformly distributed on the surface. However, because of

high cohesive energy, TM atoms tend to cluster on the surface
.
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of carbon nanostructures and it is difficult to achieve

uniformly-coated monolayers of TM atoms experimentally.

Consequently, the achievable hydrogen storage capacity is low

[10,16,17]. Moreover, TM-coated systems are highly reactive,

leading to a dissociative adsorption of the first hydrogen

molecule [12].

Metals with smaller cohesive energy such as alkali metals

(AM) [18,19] or alkaline earth metals (AEM) can be used to

decrease clustering. Although alkali atoms can be coated

uniformly, the binding sites for these systems are too weak

and the nature of the bonding remains physisorption [20].

Calcium, the first AEM atom with empty 3d orbitals, has re-

cently emerged as the preferred material for improving the

storage capacity in carbon nanostructures [21–24]. Yoon

et al. [21] have suggested Ca-coated C60 fullerenes (Ca32C60)

can store 2.7 H2 per Ca, resulting in a theoretical 8.4 wt.%

capacity. Using density functional theory (DFT), they have

shown that among AEM atoms, Be and Mg cannot be stabi-

lized on C60 whereas Ca can decorate these materials through

electron donation/back-donation mechanisms, involving Ca’s

empty 3d orbitals [21]. This mechanism stabilizes the chemi-

cal interaction between Ca and the carbon atoms. Moreover,

Ca binds with hydrogen more strongly than AM atoms or

other AEM atoms (i.e. Be and Mg) due to the hybridization

of its 3d orbitals with hydrogen’s r orbitals. Despite all these

advantages and lower cohesive energy (�1.8 eV) of Ca [25],

aggregation of Ca atoms takes place on graphitic materials

as Ca’s binding energy on the carbon absorbent is still lower

than that of Ca bulk structure [23,26].

In this paper, we investigate the adsorption of hydrogen on

calcium-decorated boron-doped graphene using first-princi-

ples calculations. Graphene, a monolayer of graphite, can be

a precursor to C60 and carbon nanotubes and demonstrates

unusual electronic and magnetic properties [27]. Considering

both sides of the monolayer, graphene has a high specific sur-

face area (2630 m2 g�1), higher than the outer surface area of

nanotubes [28]. Here, we show that individually dispersed

Ca atoms that bond to both sides of a graphene plane can

each take 4 hydrogen molecules, which results in a storage

capacity of 8.32 wt.% for a dense coverage of one Ca atom

on each (2 · 2) cell. To achieve a dense coverage of Ca atoms

without aggregation, the adsorption energy of individual Ca

atoms on graphene must be enhanced. Yang et al. [25] have

demonstrated that the stability of individual Ca atoms on

graphene can be significantly improved with the presence of

pentagonal or octagonal defects. Here, we explore boron sub-

stitutional doping as a solution for the clustering problem of

Ca atoms. The empty pz orbital of boron acts as a strong

charge acceptor and consequently enhances the adsorption

energy of Ca on graphene. Boron can be easily incorporated

substitutionally in the hexagonal structure of graphene and

boron-doped graphene has been synthesized experimentally

[29,30].
2. Simulation details

Our calculations were performed using DFT and the SIESTA

software package [31]. The self-consistent DFT code is based

on a numerical atomic basis set and the core electrons are
replaced by norm-conserving pseudopotentials in their fully

nonlocal form [32]. The pseudopotentials were constructed

using the Troullier and Martins parametrization [33] to de-

scribe the ion–electron interactions. The exchange and corre-

lation potential was treated using the local density

approximation (LDA) with Perdew–Zunger parametrization

[34]. Furthermore, we compared the LDA results with those

of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the

Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [35]. The use of

these approximations with DFT calculations to describe van

der Waals contributions is still controversial. Previous studies

have shown that GGA underestimates the relatively weak

binding energies, whereas LDA overestimates them [36,37].

To evaluate the reliability of our LDA and GGA calculations,

we have also performed second-order Moller–Plesset (MP2)

perturbation theory calculations [38] that may improve accu-

racy for weak van der Waals contributions as will be ex-

plained later. We observed that LDA yields energy and

structure values close to those calculated by MP2.

The pseudopotential for Ca is constructed using a partial

core correction [39], which accounts for the nonlinear interac-

tion of the core and valence densities. A double-n singly polar-

ized (DZP) basis set was selected, and atomic orbitals with a

fixed common energy shift of 50 meV for all atomic species

was used to obtain a well balanced basis. A diffuse 3s orbital

for C was added to produce the band structure of graphene

with the description of the electronic spectrum above the

Fermi level close to the results of plane wave methods [40].

Moreover, for Ca, the 3p semicore state was included together

with the valence states.

The charge density was projected onto a real-space grid

with an equivalent kinetic energy cutoff of 200 Ry. Adsorption

of the Ca atoms and hydrogen molecules was treated within

the supercell geometry with lattice parameters

aSC ¼ bSC ¼ 4:92 Å and cSC ¼ 25 Å for a (2 · 2) cell of graphene

(aSC ¼ bSC ¼ 9:85 Å for a (4 · 4) cell). The distance between

the graphene plane and its images ðcSCÞ is large enough to

avoid any interactions. According to the Monkhorst–Pack

scheme, [41] the Brillouin zone was sampled by (31 · 31 · 1)

and (15 · 15 · 1) special mesh points in K space for (2 · 2)

and (4 · 4) graphene cells, respectively. Full structural optimi-

zations were carried out using the conjugate gradient (CG)

algorithm until the maximum residual forces were less than

0.02 eV/Å and the total pressure of the system was smaller

than 0.1 kbar per unit cell. The convergence criterion for

energy was chosen as 10�5 eV between CG steps.
3. Results and discussions

We first consider pure graphene coated with Ca atoms,

assuming that individual metal atoms are dispersed uni-

formly on the surface. As illustrated in Fig. 1, (2 · 2) and

(4 · 4) cells of graphene (G(2 · 2) and G(4 · 4), respectively)

with periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are considered to

compare two different coverage densities of Ca. In G(2 · 2)

(Fig. 1a), the average Ca–Ca distance is 4.96 Å, which is larger

than that of bulk Ca (3.82 Å [25]), but still the Ca atoms have

some interaction. However, a large distance of 9.85 Å in

G(4 · 4) results in negligible interaction between Ca atoms.



Fig. 1 – (a) The calculated energy band structures of G(2 · 2) and Ca-coated G(2 · 2) with PBC, assuming EF ¼ 0. Upon Ca

adsorption, the p* bands of graphene are occupied and distorted. (b) The optimized structure of a single Ca atom adsorbed on

the H site of the (2 · 2) cell of graphene (Ca–G(2 · 2)), double-sided adsorption of Ca atoms on the H site of G(2 · 2) (2Ca–G(2 · 2))

and single-sided adsorption of Ca on a (4 · 4) cell of graphene (Ca–G(4 · 4)), and the calculated adsorption energies and bond

lengths at the LDA level.
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Our calculations show that the denser Ca coverage in G(2 · 2)

is energetically more favorable and stable than G(4 · 4) (see

binding energy ðEbÞ values in Fig. 1b), due to Ca’s tendency

to aggregate. We also investigated different sites of adsorption

and found that the hollow site (H site) above the center of the

hexagon is the most favorable site for both single- and dou-

ble-sided adsorption. The Eb of a Ca atom adsorbed on a H site

is 1.09 and 1.2 eV for single- and double-sided coverage,

respectively. In the double-sided configuration, the increase

in binding energy of the second Ca atom by 0.11 eV is due to

the electric field induced by the first Ca atom. The results

for binding energy values are consistent with earlier works

on Ca-decorated carbon nanostructures (such as graphene

(�1.14 eV and �1.27 eV for single- and double-sided, respec-

tively) [24], C60 fullerene and nanotubes) using plane-wave

calculations. Yoon et al. [21] have found that Ca and Sr bind

strongly on top of a hexagonal ring of a C60 fullerene with

an energy of �1.3 eV, which is roughly half of that of Ti. Yang

et al. [25] have shown that the binding energies of Ca adsor-

bates with the coverage of 50% on (5, 0) and (4, 0) nanotubes

are 1.62 and 1.94 eV, respectively. The higher binding energy

observed for C60 and nanotubes in comparison to graphene

corroborates the finding that Ca binding energy on the nano-

tubes with the same chirality decreases as the diameter of the

tube increases (e.g. for the (7, 0) tube, Eb is 1.32 eV).

Similar to the binding mechanism of Ca on C60, Ca donates

its 4s electrons to graphene due to its relatively low ionization

potential, and the donated electrons partially fill the p* states.

As the Ca atom is brought closer to the surface, an electric

field, formed between Ca and graphene, leads to back-dona-

tion of some electrons to the empty 3d orbitals, resulting in

a strong hybridization between the carbon p* and calcium d
states [11,12,21]. The resulting charge transfer (i.e. positive

charge on the Ca atom), calculated by Mulliken population

analysis, is �0.36 and �0.40 electrons for single- and dou-

ble-sided coatings, respectively. The calculated band struc-

tures of G(2 · 2) and Ca-coated G(2 · 2) show that the empty

p* band in graphene accommodates the transferred charge

and accordingly becomes distorted (Fig. 1a).

Fig. 2 demonstrates the optimized structures for the dou-

ble-sided adsorption of hydrogen molecules on Ca-coated

(2 · 2) cell of graphene with periodic boundary conditions

(2Ca–G(2 · 2)). We observe that the dipole between Ca and

graphene facilitates attraction of up to 4 H2 molecules per

Ca atom. When we add the fifth H2 molecule, it cannot make

a strong bond with the Ca atom (�0.17 eV/H2 according to

LDA). Table 1 summarizes the binding energies of the first

four hydrogen molecules for both LDA and GGA methods, cal-

culated by Ebn ¼ EðhostþH2Þ � ðEH2
þ EhostÞ. Here, Ebn represents

the binding energy of the nth hydrogen molecule and Ehost is

the energy for the optimized structures including the (n � 1)

hydrogen molecules adsorbed on 2Ca–G(2 · 2). The results

show that hydrogen is adsorbed on Ca–G(2 · 2) with an aver-

age binding energy of �0.43 eV and �0.16 eV per hydrogen

according to LDA and GGA, respectively. The overall trends

in the GGA calculations are found to be similar to those ob-

tained using LDA while the actual values of the adsorption

energies are about half of the LDA values. These results are

in good agreement with Ref. [21], where the calculated aver-

age H2 binding energy on CaC60 is 0.2 eV/H2 and 0.4 eV/H2

according to GGA and LDA, respectively. The optimized hydro-

gen binding energy and bond lengths, shown in Table 1, do

not change significantly for a higher number of H2 molecules.

This is in contrast to the case of early transition metals



Fig. 3 – The optimized structures, binding energies, bond

lengths and energy band diagrams of a single Ca atom

adsorbed on the H site of (a) single (B + G(2 · 2)), (b) double

(2B + G(2 · 2)), and (c) triple (3B + G(2 · 2)) configurations of a

(2 · 2) graphene cell with PBC.

Fig. 2 – Optimized structures of double-sided Ca-decorated pure graphene (2Ca–G(2 · 2)) with one to four H2 molecules,

obtained by LDA calculations. In single and double H2 adsorption on each Ca atom, the adsorbed molecules are parallel to

graphene. The adsorbed H2 molecules tend to tilt toward the Ca atom upon adding the third and fourth hydrogen molecules.

Table 1 – Average adsorption energies of hydrogen molecules on 2Ca–G(2 · 2) and the corresponding bond lengths for one to
four adsorbed H2 molecules per Ca atom. Both LDA (CA) and GGA (PBE) DFT-level calculation results are presented.

Eb (eV/H2) d(H–Ca) (Å) d(H–H) (Å)

LDA GGA LDA GGA LDA GGA

2Ca-G(2 · 2)–H2 0.254 0.075 2.29 2.42 0.81 0.83
G(2 · 2)2Ca–(H2)2 0.413 0.142 2.28 2.38 0.84 0.82
G(2 · 2)2Ca–(H2)3 0.609 0.270 2.21 2.27 0.87 0.84
G(2 · 2)2Ca–(H2)4 0.456 0.164 2.22 2.29 0.86 0.83
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(i.e. Sc, Ti, and V), where the first hydrogen molecule is disso-

ciated due to its strong interaction with the TM atoms [11,12].

Our calculated energies and relaxed structures are in good

agreement with the earlier results obtained by plane-wave

calculations [24]. Adsorption of four hydrogen molecules on

each Ca atom in 2Ca–G(2 · 2) results in a hydrogen storage

capacity of 8.32 wt.%.

In the above calculations, Ca atoms are assumed to be uni-

formly distributed on the graphene sheet. The calculated

adsorption energy of Ca atoms with the average Ca–Ca dis-

tance of 4.96 Å on one side is smaller than the Ca cohesive en-

ergy. Thus, metal aggregation can take place on pure

graphene. To have a stable and uniform decoration of individ-

ual Ca on graphene, the Ca–graphene adsorption energy must

be more than the cohesive energy in the bulk Ca (�1.8 eV).

Our calculations show that substitutional boron doping

can be used to prevent the clustering problem, as it increases

the metal adsorption strength on graphene. As shown in

Fig. 3, the adsorption energy of Ca is enhanced to 2.86, 2.98,

and 3.82 eV for single, double, and triple B-doped configura-

tions of (2 · 2) graphene (with single-sided Ca coating),

respectively. These binding energies are much higher than

the cohesive energy of Ca. The corresponding band structures

(Fig. 3) show that in B-doped configurations the p and p* bands

are shifted above the Fermi level, as the empty pz orbital of

the boron acts as a strong charge accepting center. As a result,

boron doping forms an electron-deficient structure and this

deficiency increases as the number of B atoms increases.

Charge transfer from Ca atom to graphene occurs more effi-

ciently for these electron-deficient structures leading to

stronger Ca–graphene binding.

To provide a more explicit analysis of metal stability in

B-doped structures, we calculate the binding energy of a Ca

dimer and two isolated Ca atoms on pure and B-doped

(4 · 4) cell of graphene (Fig. 4). These calculations show that
the dimerized Ca atom on pure graphene is energetically

more favorable by �0.4 eV as compared with the isolated case.

In contrast, for the B-doped structure, the energy of the



Fig. 4 – Optimized structures of dimerized and isolated Ca atoms adsorbed on (a) pure and (b) B-doped (4 · 4) cells of graphene.

Our calculations show that in the B-doped structure the isolated configuration is energetically more favorable by �0.2 eV

(DE = 0.2 eV) while in the pure configuration the dimerized configuration is more stable by �0.4 eV (DE = �0.4 eV).
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isolated configuration is �0.2 eV lower than that of the dimer-

ized case. Therefore, Ca can be individually dispersed on a

single B-doped graphene layer. In contrast to Ca, TM atoms

(such as Sc, V and Ti) have been found to prefer the dimer

form in single and pair B-doped graphene, while they form

separated metal atoms in the triplet B-doped configuration

[42]. It has been experimentally observed that B doping con-

centration in graphene can be up to 20 at.% [29,30]. Therefore,

a triple B-doped configuration, with the doping concentration

of �38%, may not be a stable structure. Consequently, we can

say that solving the clustering problem in Ca-decorated

graphene could be more practical than that in TM-coated

graphene.

Now, we investigate hydrogen adsorption on B-doped con-

figurations using LDA calculations. For this study, we consider

one-sided Ca coating and compare the binding energies of ad-

sorbed H2 molecules on different boron-doped configurations.

Here, the maximum number of adsorbed H2 per adsorbed Ca

atom is still four for the (2 · 2) coverage similar to that of pure

graphene. The average binding energies of the H2 molecule on

single, double, and triple configurations are �0.42, �0.39, and

�0.38 eV/H2, respectively, which are close to the average Eb of

H2 molecules on pure graphene (�0.43 eV/H2). However, for all

configurations the binding energy of the first H2 molecule

decreases by �0.1 eV in comparison to pure graphene.

The binding mechanism of H2 on Ca decorated graphene

has similarities to that of TM coated graphene. Two binding

mechanisms contribute to the adsorption of H2, namely, the

polarization of the H2 molecule under the electric field pro-

duced by the Ca–graphene dipole and the hybridization of

the 3d orbitals of Ca with the r orbitals of H2 [23,24]. Fig. 5

illustrates the partial density of states (PDOS) for the H2 r

and Ca 3d orbitals for two cases when one hydrogen molecule

is adsorbed on a pure and a tri-B-doped graphene layer,

respectively. The overlap between Ca 3d and H2 r just below

the Fermi energy demonstrates the role of hybridization of
the Ca 3d orbital in efficient adsorption of hydrogen mole-

cules. As discussed by Ataca et al. [24], the effect of hybridiza-

tion further increases when the second, third and fourth

hydrogen molecules are adsorbed, due to broadening of the

H2 r PDOS by virtue of H2–H2 interactions. However, for under-

standing the binding mechanism of H2 on Ca decorated

graphene, both hybridization and Coulomb interaction due

to negative charging of H2 must be considered. As seen in

Fig. 5, while there is an increase in the overlap (between the

Ca 3d and H2 r orbitals just below the Fermi energy) for the

B-doped graphene in comparison to the pure one, the bond

between the first H2 and graphene is slightly stronger in the

pure graphene. Mulliken charge populations calculations for

each H atom, the Ca atom, and the B-doped graphene (or

the pure graphene) are �0.048, 0.517, and �0.420 electrons

(or �0.052, 0.396, and �0.295 electrons), respectively. The neg-

ative charge on each H atom is slightly lower for the B-doped

graphene in comparison to the pure graphene, an indication

of a weaker bond in the B-doped material. The charge on

the Ca atom before hydrogen adsorption is 0.466 and 0.356

electrons for the B-doped and pure graphene, respectively.

These charge calculations reveal that both the Ca atom and

graphene transfer electron charge to H2 molecule during

adsorption. While for the B-doped graphene, calcium trans-

fers more charge to H2 (i.e. 0.517 � 0.466 = 0.051 electrons in

comparison to 0.396 � 0.356 = 0.040 for the pure graphene),

the B-doped graphene only back donates 0.046 electrons

while the pure graphene donates 0.064 electrons. The smaller

back donation of the B-doped graphene can be attributed to

its stronger electron accepting property due to boron doping

and is the underlying mechanism for its weaker binding with

the hydrogen molecule.

The above calculations were performed using DFT, and the

accuracy of the relatively weak binding energies obtained

with this method is questionable. As Table 1 shows, binding

energies calculated with LDA are more than those of GGA



Fig. 6 – Structure of Ca attached to a pure coronene molecule.

This molecular model has previously been shown to

provide an adequate representation of graphene for the

purpose of binding energy calculations [43].

Table 2 – Comparison of binding energies (in eV) and bond
lengths (in Å) obtained by LDA (SVWN5), GGA (PBE), and MP2
calculations on the molecular model of Coronene.

d(Ca–C) d(H–Ca) d(H–H) Eb(Ca–C) Eb(H–Ca)

SVWN5 3.30 4.56 0.77 0.233 0.007
PBE 4.08 6.81 0.75 0.007 0.002
MP2 3.60 5.30 0.73 0.382 0.005

Fig. 5 – Partial density of states (PDOS) of the Ca 3d orbitals

and H2 r (H-s) orbitals involved in the adsorption of

hydrogen on a Ca-decorated (a) pure graphene and (b) triple

B-doped configuration. The Fermi energy EF is set to zero.
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results. To evaluate our DFT calculations, we performed MP2

simulations. MP2 is expected to provide a good description

of dispersive interactions, which is missing in DFT calculations.
The comparison was carried out with the GAUSSIAN 03 package

[44] using the molecular model of coronene (six benzene rings

passivated with hydrogen) as a model for a graphene frag-

ment (PBCs are not available for MP2 in GAUSSIAN) (Fig. 6). This

model has previously been shown to provide an adequate

representation of graphene for the purpose of binding energy

calculations [43]. The structural optimizations and binding

energy calculations were performed using double-zeta polarized

6-31G(d,p) and triple-zeta polarized 6-311G(d,p) basis sets,

respectively. In our DFT calculations in GAUSSIAN, GGA is

described by the PBE functional. Also, LDA is described by the

Slater exchange plus Vosko–Wilk–Nusair correlation (SVWN5)

[45], which fits the Ceperely–Alder solution to the uniform

electron gas [46]. The results are summarized in Table 2. It

can be seen that overall, LDA results are a better match to

those of MP2 for both energies and structures. This gives us

further confidence about the validity of the trends predicted

by our LDA simulations.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have studied the metal dispersion and

hydrogen binding properties on Ca-coated B-doped graphene.

It is found that a stable and uniform decoration of individual

Ca atoms on graphene can be obtained upon substitutional

boron doping. Our calculations show that individual calcium

atoms are stable on a single B-doped (2 · 2) cell of graphene

(i.e. with a concentration of 12 at.% boron doping). The dou-

ble-sided Ca-decorated single B-doped graphene (2Ca�B +

G(2 · 2)) can reach a gravimetric capacity of 8.38 wt.%. These

results are critical for guiding experimental works on the

development and synthesis of carbon-based nanomaterials

(such as graphene) for hydrogen storage systems that can

operate at room temperature and ambient pressure.
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